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Spectrum of P and PcP in Relation to the
Mantle-Core Boundary and Attenuation in the Mantle
I-I IRO0 KANAMORI 2

SeismologicalLaboratory
California Institute• o] Technology,Pasadena
Spectrum analyses were made of the records of the short-period vertical component of P
and PcP phases on seismogramsof array stations at Tonto Forest, Arizona, for twenty-one
earthquakesover the range A _-- 47ø to 83ø. Generally, as has been reported by other investigators, the trace amplitude ratio of PcP to P is significantlylarger than the theoretical ratio.
The pulse width of PcP is narrower than that of P. Both of these facts can be explained by

takinginto accountan appropriateattenuationdistributionin the mantle.Taking Q•, Q for
•q waves, which has been determined by Anderson, Ben-Menahem, and Archambeau using
different methods as a standard, the Q distribution for P waves, Qa, can be determined as
Qa • Q• at the period of about I sec. A matrix method is applied to calculate the complex
reflection coefficient of a transitional mantle-core boundary. Impulse responses calculated
therefrom and comparison of the waveforms of P and PcP lead to the conclusion that the
major discontinuity at the mantle-core boundary is sharp and is probably less than I km
thick. The effect of a more gradual transition region superposedupon such a sharp discontinuity is also discussed.The possibility of the existenceof a soft layer terminated by a sharp
boundary cannot be totally ruled out.
tribution

INTRODUCTION

The disagreement between the theoretical
and observedamplitude ratio, PcP/P, has been
discussedby Martnet [1950], who studiednatural earthquakes,and by Buchbinder [1965],
who studied large explosions.Little attention
has so far been paid to the spectral structure
of the reflected

waves. As has been confirmed

by a large number of recent investigations,the

for P waves within

the mantle

and

to discuss the nature of the core boundary
through the spectrum analysis of P and PcP
phaserecordedby short-periodJohnson-Matheson seismographsinstalled at Tonto Forest
SeismologicalObservatory (TFSO), Arizona.
The ranges of the periods and the epicenter
distances studied

here are T

--

0.5 sec to 2

secand A -- 47ø to 83ø, respectively.

mantle is significantlyanelastic.The anelasticity will affect the spectral structure of the
The 16-mm film recordsfrom the array stawaves transmitted through the mantle. As P
tions at TFSO were studied for the interval
and PcP take different paths within the
mantle, the effects of anelasticity on P and September 1963 to July 1964. The recording
instrument
is the Johnson-Matheson
shortPcP will be different. Hence it may be possible
period vertical seismograph(pendulum period
to extract some information about the attenuarive nature of the mantle by comparing the of 1.25 sec, damping factor of 0.54, galvanomfrequency spectrum of P with that of PcP. eter period of 0.33 sec, damping factor of
Furthermore, sincePcP is once reflectedat. the 0.61, and couplingfactor of 0.09). The criteria
core boundary, the spectral structure of PcP of choosingthe records for analysis are (1)
should yield some information on the fine both P and PcP phaseare on scale; (2) P is
impulsive; (3) PcP is well separated from
structure of the mantle-core boundary. My
purposein this study is to estimatethe Q dis- other phases, particularly pP; and (4) the
epicentral distanceA is large enoughso that
the difference of the take-off angle at the

• Contribution 1412, Division of Geological Sciences,California Institute of Technology.
2 On leave from Geophysical Institute, Tokyo
University.
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source of P and PcP is small.

Criterion (2) is necessary
in order to clearly
isolate the P and PcP phase from the back-
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SPECTRUM

OF P AND

groundnoise; (4) is for the purposeof mininilzingthe effect of radiationpattern at the
source,as well as the effect of the crustal
layeringon the transmission
of P and PcP.
The list of earthquakesthus chosenis given
in Table 1. Several traces are reproducedin

Figure 1. At distances
A -- 47ø to 63ø, PcP
is generallyvery clear and P and PcP are always in phase.P and PcP in this epicentral
range will be discussed
later in detail. PcP

A=47. Iø
H=58km
PcP
No. 5

A=54.9 ø
H=124km

around A -- 70ø becomesvery small, but it

No. 10

A:62.9

A •

80 o.

561

No.I

is still identifiable,and the direction of the
main pulseis the sameas that of P. At A _•
80ø, the reverberationfollowingthe initial P
makes PcP identification very difficult. However, the absenceof a clearPcP, evenfor comparatively large P, implies that the amplitude
ratio of PcP to P becomesextremely small at

PcP

PcP

ø

H:33km

PcP

No. 14

A=68.0 ø
H=140km

PcP

No. 16

Let us denote the spectrumsof P and PeP A:72.1 o
at the sourceby S(]) and S'(]), respectively, H:164 km
as a function of frequencyf. The respective No. 18
frequencyspectrumsof P and PeP at the re- A:82.5 ø
ceiver can then be written

P(1•) -- bS(i•)G(i•)TO•)I(1
•)

PcP

H:586km

(1)

=
where b, T(1•), and G(/•) representthe effect No. 20
of geometricalspreading,the effectof crustal A=82.4
layering on the transmission,
and the effect H:557
of attenuationalong the path of the P wave;
b', T'(1•), and G'(1•) representthe corresponding quantitiesfor PcP. I(1•), which is common
to P and PcP, is the frequencyresponse
of the No. 21
receiving instrument. rC(l•) is the complex A=85.7
reflection coefficient of the mantle-core bound-

ø
km

PCP due

ø
H=490km

ary. Here, r is • real quantitygivingthe ordinary geometrical reflection coefficient,and
C(/•) is a complex quantity indicating the
transitional nature of the core boundary. C(/•)
•I0 sec
is normalizedin sucha way that it is unity for
Fig. 1. Vertical component of P and PcP
infinitelylong-periodwaves;i.e., C (0) - 1.
phasesreproducedfrom TFSO seismograms.
A is
All earthquakesstudied here have epicenter distanceand H is focal depth.
distanceslarger than 47ø, so that the difference between the take-off angle of P and that as approximatelythe sameas the P spectrum
of PcP at the source is less than about 15 ø.

Under these circumstances,P and PcP take
about the same path within the crust, and also
the PcP spectrum at the sourceis considered

at the source.Hence we can reasonablyassume
that

sO'): s'O')

YO')= Y'(/)
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compare P and PcP on the basis of several
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Case 1. Sharp core boundary,no attenuation. As the simplestcase,we will first consider nonattenuatingearth modelswhich have
a sharp mantle-coreboundary.Since,in this
case,H -- 0 and C(f) - 1, we havefrom (6)

+
I

•

cases are considered.

.-,
ANALYSIS

0.1
0/

elasticearth modelsand, by using (6), to determine Qa and C([). In the following,three

50

I

60

I

70

I

80

Disfonce, degree

Fig. 2. Amplitude ratio of PcP to P versus
epicentral distance. Open circles are determined
directly from the seismogramtraces and dots are
the ratios corrected for the attenuation

P(f) -- (b/rb')PcP(f)

(8)

Taking the inverse Fourier transform and con-

effect.

sidering only the vertical componentof the
Curves are (r b' cos ivcr)/(b cos it) for Jeffreys motion,we obtain
(J), Gutenberg (G), CIT 11A(CIT), R-1 and I:)-1

models.

b cos

If the specificquality factor for P waves,
Qa, is independentof frequencyand is a function only of depth d, G(/) and G'(/) can be
written as [Andersonand Julian, 1965; Teng,
1965; CarpenterandFlinn, 1965]

(/(5= exp--•r! v VvQ• (4)

ß
w(t)= rWcos
whereir and i,cr are the anglesof incidenceat
the earth'ssurfaceof the P and PcP phases.

b, b', r, Jr,andi,•r maybe moreor lessdependent on the earthmodel.In thiswork,calculations
are madefor threemodels:Jeffreys,Gutenberg,
and CIT 11. Numericalvaluesfor the Jeffreys
and Gutenberg models are taken from Press
[1966], and for CIT 11 model from Anderson

and

and ToksSz[1963]. The P wavevelocityin the
coreis takenas 8.1 km/secfor all models,and
r.•.VvQ,• (5) the ratio of the density of the core to the
where Vp is the P wave velocity as a function mantle is taken as 1.7 for the Jeffreysand
Gutenbergmodelsand as 1.82 for the CIT 11
of depth d. The integrationis taken alongthe
model. The method of calculation is similar to
ray path of P in (4) and of PcP in (5). Using
by Dana [1944,1945] and,
(3), (4), and (5), and dividing(1) by (2), the onedescribed

G,(]):
exp[_•r[fe
ds]

essentially,involves the travel-time calculation.
The comparisonof P and PcP is made here

we have

only for the amplitude. The open circlesin
where

Figure 2 are the observedamplituderatios of
PcP([)
= rb
TMexp
[--•-]H]
C([) (6) PcP
to P for the epicentral distanceA -- 47ø

H=fc
• fc,,•,.Y•Q•
•
v Y•Q•-

to 83ø. The curvesin the figuregive the theoreticalvalue (r b' cosir•r)/(b cosit) for the

(7)

three elastic earth models described above. It

The effectof geometrical
spreading,
b and b',

is obviousthat the observedPcP/P ratio is
definitelylarger than the theoreticalratio. The

and the reflection coefficient r at the core

observedratio for A > 80 ø could not be deter-

boundarycan be calculatedonce a proper mined well because of the absence of clear
elastic earth model is chosen. The data available to us are the time functions of the verti-

PcP phasesin the seismograms,
but the values
over this distancerange may be regardedas
cal components
of the P and PcP phaseswhich the maximum possible ratio. As mentioned

are relatedto the Fouriertransformsof P([)

earlier, the PcP phasecan be very clearly

and PcPU). The proceduretaken here is to

identifiedin seismograms
for A -- 47ø to 63ø.

SPECTRUM
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The discrepancy
in this range can hardly be
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earth. Figure 3 showseight pairs of P (top

ascribed to observational error. A discrepancy trace) and PcP (middle trace) phasesin the
of this sort has already been reported by range A = 47ø to 63ø reproducedfrom the

Marther [1950] and Buchbinder [1965], but
no proper explanationhas been givbn.To accountfor this discrepancy,we introducethe ef-

seismograms.
The first thing we notice is that
P and PcP are remarkably alike in shape.

This indicates that the phase structures of P
and PcP have not been drastically distorted
Case œ. Sharp core boundary, attenuatinq in the courseof the transmission.In addition,

fect of attenuation in the following.

l sec

Eorthq.
No.
1

2

3

5

A = 48.7 ø
H = 55 km

A = 50.0 ø
H = 20 km

A = 54.9 ø
H = 124 km

7

8

I0

57.2.ø

A = 57.4ø

A = 58.7ø

A = 62.9ø

69 km

H = 585 km

H = 103 km

H = 35 km

A = 47. I ø
H = 58 km

6

Fig. 3. Eight pairsof P andPcP phaseobserved
overthe distance
rangeA -- 47ø to 63ø.
w•,(t) (top trace),w•,cr(t)(middletrace),andxrcrt) (bottomtrace)are P, PcP,and PcP
corrected
for attenuation,
respectively.
Verticaldashedlinesare drawnfor the reference
of
width. H is focal depth.
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ponents
toa greater
extent
than
PcP.
This
!

may be expectedfor a particularQa distribu-

'

tion versusdepthwithinthe mantle.Sincea

'-,•0.56

,

Pwave
spends
more
time
intheupper
mantle

•

than
PcP,
itisquite
likely
that
the
high-fre-

quency componentsare highly attenuated in
P compared with PcP if the attenuation is

I

higher in the upper mantle than in the lower

5- N0.5 •:50.0ß H:20km
2-

of P. This is particularlyclearin 1, 2, and'3

of
3.The
isthat,
during
theFigure
transmission,
Pimplication
loseshigh-frequency
com-

•"•

zx:48.7ø H:55km

widthof PcPis generally
smaller
thanthat

mantle.
Theideathattheupper
mantle
has

: ß

higher attenuation than the lower mantle has

a_

been suggestedby Andersonand Archarnbeau

a_

I

[1964] and Andersonand Kovach[1964].

'

• 5

A quantitative
treatment
canreadily
be

N0.5 zx:54.9
o H:124km

a_•

•

o

•

5

vertical
component
and
logarithm,
we
can

•: O.82

F--I
LU
123 •

made
byputting
C(f) -- 1 in (6).Taking
the
derive
from(6)

We([)
I --a'[H
log
e

•

logW•,c•,([)
=

NO.6/',=57.2
ß H:69km _

q.:0.77

•

-•

•

13_

bcos

+ log
rb• cosipcP

(9)

where
W•(f) andW•or(f)areFourier
trans-

•

formsof the observedverticalcomponent
of

< I

P andPcPphase,
respectively.
W•(f)and

5

NO.
7 A:57.4ø H:585km _

ß

o

ß

q:l.4

W•,•(/) can be calculated
fromthe seismo-

grams.
In ouractual
calculation
a timerecord
of 5 seedurationcentered
at the mainpulse

was taken for the analysis.The results are

I

plottedin Figure4 for eightearthquakes.
The
'

5

I

NO.
8

A:58.7ø H:105km

creasing
frequency
reflectsthe fact that P is
morehighlyattenuated
thanPcP.Next, it. is

-••••:0.78
•

necessary
toQ•
specify
aQa
distribution
within
themantle.
withinthemantle
hasbeen

ø

5

studiedby Asadaand Takano[1963],Anderson et al. [1965], and Teng [1966], but the

N0.10
A:62.9
ø H:53km

•

general trend that the ratio decreaseswith in-

detailed
distribution
isnotwelldefined.
The

• following
procedure,
therefore,
istaken
forthe

I toy
construction
ofthe
Q•
model.
Q•
for
S[1964]
wave
[1963],
Anderson
andArchambeau
,
hasbeenstudied
by Press[1956,1964],Fedo-

I0 ....

I ....

2

FREQUENCY
, CPS

Anderson
andKovach[1964],Anderson
et al.

[1965],
andKovach
andAnderson
[1964],

Fig.
4. Ratio
ofamplitude
spectrum
ofP to using
body
waves,
surface
waves,
andfree-

PcP versusfrequency,for eight earthquakes.Val-

uesof v aredetermined
fromtheslopes
of the oscillation
decay.
NowQ• seems
to beknown

straight
lines.

fairly accuratelythroughout
the mantle.In the

SPECTRUM OF P AND PcP

presentstudy, the Q• modelMMS', which representsa minor modificationof the modelgiven
by Andersonet al. [1965], is adoptedas a
standard (Table 2). Although there is no establishedrelationbetweenQ• and Q•, it might
be a goodapproximationto assumethat

Q•-

vQ•

TABLE 2. MM8' Q• Model
Depth

(10)

wherev is a constantindependent
of frequency
and depth in the mantle. Thus we have assumedthat the shapeof the distributionof Q•

throughoutthe mantleis similarto that of Q•.
The constant V is determinedby spectrum
analysisof P and PcP (Figure3). Using (10),
we canwrite (7) as

H = _1Ht•,

B65

Thickness

to Bottom

of Layer
H, km

of Layer
D, km

Qfi

41
20
20
40
340
140
100
100
100
100

41
61
81
121
461
601
701
801
901
1001

450
60
80
100
150
180
250
450
500
600

1897

2898

2300

(11)

where

ds--fcrc•VpQ•
ds
H•= fc
•,VpQ•

small value. This is probably due to the disturbing pulse arriving immediately after the
main pulseof P (Figure 3).
If we simply take the mean value and the

standarddeviationof r/, we have r/ = 0.96 --_+

H•, which is, of course,a function of A and
focal depth, can readily be calculatedoncethe
Q• and Vr modelsthroughoutthe mantle have

0.27. Thus the conclusionis that the MM8' Q

been specified.The results calculated for mod-

seeperiod.The scatter of •/ may have resulted
from the fact that the Q modelis not a perfect

els MMS' and CIT 11 are shownin Figure5.
AlthoughH• is very small at large A, it becomesconsiderablylarger at A around 40ø to
60 ø. This is consistent with

the trend of the

observeddiscrepancyshownin Figure 2. Substituting (11) into (9) leads to

distribution(i.e., r/ •

1) is a goodapproxima-

tion of Q distribution for P waves of 1 to 2

approximation of the actual distribution. How-

ever, in view of the experimentalerrors, the
assumptionsmade for the frequency independenceof Q, and the radiation pattern at
the source,the revision of the Q model must
await future studies.

w,,(l)
ei
I]= --,rH-og
b cos i•

logrb'cos
i•c• (12)
with which we can determinethe value of V
by measuringthe slopeof the logarithmicplot

0.2

_•
Ikm
•I
• /•I H:O
m

_

of amplitude spectrum data (Figure 4). As
H• and (b cosir/r b' cosir•r) are both functions of the epicenterdistanceand the depth

of focus,the plot of log [ Wr(i)/W•,•r(i) [ for
each earthquakeshouldhave • different slope
and intersectionat i ----0. By fitting a straight
line, we determinedthe slopeindependently
for

eachsetof [ W•(•)/W•,• (•) ]. The valuesof V
were then determinedfrom the slopesand are
given in Figure 4. The scatter of the values is

50 ø

60 ø

70 ø

80 ø

Distance

Fig. 5. H• (differential effect of attenuation on
P and PcP) versus distance based on CIT

11A

velocity model and MM8' Q• model. Curves are
appreciable.Earthquake2 givesa particularly given for four focal depths.
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may satisfactorilybe reconciledby taking into

Vp,Vs, km/sec
0

account

I0

Incident
P • .........
!

the

effect of attenuation

within

the

mantle. The discrepancystill remaining may

• ....

Reflected P

be due to noise in the observation and also to

incorrect assumptionsmade for the radiation
pattern at the source.
Case 3. Transitionalcore boundary,attenuating mantle. We have shown that the observed spectrum of PcP is satisfactorily exphined by an attenuating earth model having
a sharp mantle-core boundary. There have
been several recent discussions,
however, con-

T

I

cerningthe'possibleexistence
of a soft layer

_Density,
g/cm
3

Fig. 6. Transitionalsolid-to-liquidinterface
model.

near the core boundary [Dorman et al., 1965;
Buchbinder, 1966; Sacks, 1966]. Hence it is
worth

while to examine the effect of a transi-

tional core boundary on the PcP problem. As
So far, the phasespectrum
hasbeenignored. discussedby Dorman et al. [1965], the present
As the time functions of P and PcP themselves
observationaltravel-time data are not capable
contain phaseinformation,the situationwill
of revealingthe detailed structure of the manbe made clearer if we go back to the time
tle-core boundary, and we have to confineourdomain. Taking the vertical componentand
inverseFourier transform of (6), we can derive selvesto simple models.Implicit ifi the transitional boundary might be the idea of iron
diffusion into the bottom

of the mantle. In this

ir•rw•(t) (13) model the densitystarts increasingin the man= rb'cos
cos
tle before the core boundary is reached. This
'diffusion zone' might be terminated by a com-

xrcr(t)
---/:: w•,r(•)a(t•)d• (14)paratively sharp change, presumably from
wherea(t) is the inverseFouriertransformof
exp[-- = • H•/V]; that is, when V = 1,

solid to liquid. The thicknessof this 'solid-toliquid transition zone' is also of interest.
Whether

I

2H½

(15)

Thus, if we convolvethe observedPcP with
(15), the resultingtime f•ction x• (t) should
have the sameshapeas the P phase,but the
amplitudeshouldbe (r b' cosi•)/(b cosi•)

it is of the order of 1 km or 10 km

may be difficult to determine by travel-time
studies.Although the physicalmodel given here
may be oversimplified,
i• seemsreasonableto
Liquid

"røt 0
,'ro , !

times as sinaft as P. The convolution was taken

for the eightPcP phasesgivenin Figure3, and
the result•g x•(•)
are shownat the bottom
of Figure 3. The convolutionnot only reduces
the amplitudebut alsowidensthe pulsewidth
without distorting the shape. The widths of
x• (t) and w• (t) are generallyin goodagreement. Also, the peak-to-peakamplituderatios
of x•(t)
to w•(t), as plotted in Figure 2 by
dots,are • closeragreement
with the theoretical value than the originalratio w•(t)/w•(t).

mmmmmmm

{n-I)

mm

mm

mm

mmmm

mmmm

2

........

n-I

Fig. 7. Layered model for the calculation of

Thus it can be concludedthat the discrepancy complex reflection coefficient. Layer n and 0 corof the PcP/P r•tio with theoryso far reported respondto mantle and core,respectively.
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consider the effects of the diffusion zone and

the solid-to-liquidtransition zone separately.
1. Transitional solid-to-liquid interface. As
= J(•o/o, ,i,o/o,•o, to)
a mathematicalmodel, a transitionalsolid-toJ = E,j ' A,•_•A,,_• .. ß A•
(16)
liquid interface (Figure 6) is considered.
The
solid layer has elasticconstantscorrespondingUnlike Haskell's case, we cannot put ao = 0.
to thosein the mantle,and the liquid layer has We let Ao' and Ao" be, respectively,the amplielasticconstantscorresponding
to thosein the tude of descending
and ascendingdilatationM
core. Within the transitional layer of thick- wavesin the liquid layer and •o•, t0ol,ao•, and
nessd, P and S wavevelocityand densityall r o• be the velocitycomponents
and stresscom-

changelinearly with depth. We will assume ponentsat the bottomof the liquid layer. We
canwrite,analogously
to (2.12)of Haskell[1953],

that the interface and the incident wave front

•o,/ =
O'o
•
T0l

0•

-

o

DoO•o
0

-

(17)

o

o

o

o

o

o

areplane.Sincethe wavelengths
aresmallcom- where eroand po are dilatational wave velocity
andr•0 = [(C/ao)' -paredwith the radiusof curvature
of the core anddensity,respectively,
here are •o•/C =
boundary,theseassumptions
are reasonable,1],a. Boundaryconditions
and the Thomson-Haskell matrix method is tOo/C,•o• = •o, andro = to: = 0. Introducing
applicable
for the calculation
of the complex these boundary conditions and. eliminating
reflection coefficientof this interface. The gen- •o,/C and •io/C from (16) and (17), we can
eral method has been discussedin the works of

determine the reflection coefficient R for the

Haskell [1953, 1960, 1962], Thomson[1950], dilatational wave. In caseof dilatationM input,
and Wu and Hannon [1966]. The method is weput o•,."= 0 andAo'-- 0 andobtain

R __

/•n!
(J31-- J4•)[p(J••- J•) •- q(J•sucJ=.•)]-}-(Jll + J21)
/•n'!-- (231-- 241)
[--p(222-- 212)+ q(Jls-- J2s)]-]-(211-- 221)
[p(J4• -- Jae)-- q(Jss-- J•.•)]
[p(J4•.-- Js•) -- q(Jss-- J4s)]

(lS)

slightlymodified
hereto allowfor the liquid where p = (ao/C)• rao,q = poa$,and J,• are
layer in placeof a vacuum.The transition i j elementsof Haskell'sJ matrix.R is generally
layeris approximated,
asusual,by a laminated a very complicatedcomplexfunction and the
structurehavingn--1 layers (Figure 7). (In

results can best be shown in the form of an

Figure7, Haskell'soriginalrepresentation
is impulseresponse,the Fourier transform of R.
retained.In applyingthis layeredmodelto the Since the highest frequency involved here is
coreboundary,the picturemustbe inverted.) 2 cps•it is reasonableto considerthe response
The Haskell formulation (equation 2.19 in for the input
Haskell[1953]) relatingthe displacements
and
stressesat the surfaceof the top layer to the

=

[2,,-(t/o.5)
l/[2,,-t/0.51

amplitude
of dilatational
and rotationalwaves In Figure 8 the initial part of the response
in the bottomlayer is still valid in this case. c(t) for the angleof incidenceio -- 53ø is shown
as an example. When the thickness of the
That is, usingHaskell'snotation,
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ic=55
ø i

d-0.25

km

waveform as x•r (t) with the amplitude ratio
(r b' cos i•)/(b
cos i•). As noted earlier, we
have already obtained consistentresults with
c(t) ----3 (t) and • -- i (i.e., sharp.coreboundary and Qa = Q•). As an example, convolutionsof w• (t) and c(t) are calculatedfor earthquake i (.A = 47.1ø) and the resultsare shown
in Figure 9. In this figure are alsoshownx•(t)
for • -- 1, 0.5, and 0.2. Comparisonof x•(t)
and x•(t) clearly indicatesthat if d is larger
than 5 km it would be difficult, whatever value
is given to 7, to get a consistentwidth and
amplitude ratio. For d • i km the phasestructure of x•(t) is too distorted to be compared
with x•r(t). From these considerationsit is
quite likely that a very sharp discontinuity,the
thicknessof which is probably a fraction of a
kilometer, existssomewherewithin the mantlecore boundary.This doesnot exclude,however,
the possibleexistenceof a superposedtransitional layer.
2. Effect of diffusion layer. De•rmar•et al.
[1965] have suggested,from studies of free
oscillations,the existenceof a soft layer at the
bottom of the mantle. In their R-1 model this

Fig. 8. Initial part of impulse responseof P

soft layer is 30 km thick. The effect of such a

wave reflection at the interface model given in

Figure6. Inputis •(t) = 4 sin[2,r(t/0.5)]/[2
,t/0.5],
and the angleof incidenceis 53ø. Later arrivalsare
not shown in the figure.

transitionallayer is 5 km, the reflectionis very

small,as expected.
When d decreases
to about
i kin, the pulseshapebecomesquite distorted.
This is mainly due to the effectof P to S wave
conversionwithin the transitional layer. This
effect disappears,as shown in Figure 8, when

Earthq.
No.
I //•

xp(t)/,,,/.'.•!

d=5km
d= I. km

'N_d: 0.25km

the discontinuitybecomesstill sharper (d _•
0.25 km). The result,of course,dependson the
transitionallayer model.The conclusion,
however,wouldstill remainqualitativelyunchanged.
A more specificdiscussion
can be made as follows.

From (6) we canderive

cos
i• x•(t)
x•(t) = rS'
•cosi•

EXPECTED
P-P AMPLITUDE

Fig. 9. Comparisonof x•,(t) and x•,•,(t). Ar-

This meansthat the core responsec(t), when
convolvedwith w•(t), should give the same

rows show the expected peak-to-peak amplitudes
of x•,•z,(t) correspondingto x•,(t) for various values of d shown above.
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layer on PcP will be discussedhere. As the
wavelengthsconsideredhere are about 10 kin,
ordinary ray theory is applicablefor the treatment of the transitional layer extending over
a thickness of about 30 km. Two

PcP
'
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[

I

•

'

.5

90 ø

models are

consideredhere (Figure 10). One is the R-1
model proposed by Donnan et al., and the
other is the extremecaseof diffusion,the D-1
model. This model simulates an extreme diffusion zone in which the fractional iron con-

tent increasesup to 100% toward the mantlecore boundary.The layer is terminated by a
sharp discontinuitydue to iron melting. b, b',
ip, ino,, and r were recalculatedfor these models. Althoughthe changesin b, b', it, and
are very small, r is significantlyaffected for
two reasons.First, the geometrical reflection
coefficientat the sharp boundary is different
for these models (Figure 11), and, second,as
the result of the ray being bent downwardbecauseof the low-velocity layer at the bottom
of the mantle, the relation betweenA and the
angle of incidenceio at the core boundary is
changedas shown in Figure 11. The over-all
effect is shown in terms of (r b' cos inør)/

8o

,

o

I

,,;,'.;;::'

-,.o,,,
0o

60ø

, i i ,.,,

30 o

60 ø

oø

90 ø

Angleof incidence
at core(ic)
Fig. 11. Reflection coefficient; (left; ordinate)
and epicenter distance (right ordinate) versus
angle of incidence at core boundary for Jeffreys
(J), R-l, and D-1 models.

models.At A •_ 80ø, D-1 and R-1 modelsgive
higher ratios than the standardmodels,mainly
(b cosin) in Figure 2. At A < 70ø, curveD-1 becauseof the downwardbending of the ray
givesa smallerratio than the standardmodels, near the core boundary. Unfortunately, the
and the agreement with the observed ratio PcP phaseat Z• _• 80ø is usually disturbedby
[x•(t)/w•(t)]
becomesappreciablypoorer. other phaseson the seismograms,
and the amR-1 givesabout the same ratio as the standard plitude ratio may be uncertain by a factor of
2. It is therefore difficult to say at present
which type of coreboundaryis more consistent
km/sec

IO
!

!

!

!

]

i

I
I
[

2860

-

E 287O --

//

/

I

I

///

,.

• 289O -t
I

II

I

2900

I
io

Density,g/cm3
Fig. 10. '19iffusionzone' models of core boundary. Jeffreys model (J) is shown as reference.
Main

difference between

in the density distribution.

the D-1 model, which simulates the most extreme caseof diffusion,is inconsistentwith the
data at 47ø _• A'_• 70ø, the possibilityof the
existenceof a diffusionlayer of lessmagnitude
cannotbe totally ruled out.
Discussion

D-l,' R- l--•J

-= 2880

withthe observed
ratioat thisrange.Although

R-1

and 19-1 models is

Becausethe effect of attenuation appearsin
a more pronouncedway for short-periodwaves
than for long-periodwaves,short-periodwaves
can be usedto advantagefor the presentpurpose.Implicit in the presentmethod,however,
is the assumptionmade for the standard distribution of Q• within the mantle. The result
may be changedif the standardmodel Q• is
modified. As the wavelength studied here is
fairly short,about 10 kin, scatteringdue to the

inhomogeneities
within the earth, particularly
in the upper mantle, might contributeto some
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extent to the apparent attenuation of the Anderson, D. L., A. Ben-Menahem, and C. B.
Archambeau, Attenuation of seismicenergy in
waves. Asada and Takano [1963] have studied
the upper mantle, J. Geophys. Res., 70, 1441Qa in the upper mantle by spectrum analysis
1448, 1965.
of short-periodP waves.They give a very high Anderson, D. L., and B. R. Julian, Travel times,
Q in the upper mantle, and the present result
velocities and amplitudes of body phases (abis inconsistent

with

their

results.

Inherent

in

stract), presented at the annual meeting of

Seismological Society of America, St. Louis,
their discussionis an assumptionregardingthe
April 1965.
sourcespectrum.The period of the wavesstud- Anderson, D. L., and R. L. Kovaeh, Attenuation
ied by them is very short and the sourcespecin the mantle and rigidity of the core from
multiply reflected core phases,Proc. Natl. Acad.
trum in the short-period range is totally
Sci. U•., 51, 168-172,1964.
unknown at present. To account for this disAnderson, D. L., a•d M. N. ToksSz, Surface
crepaney,therefore,future studiesof the shortwaves on a spherical earth, 1, Upper mantle
period source spectrum are necessary. Teng
structure from Love waves, J. Geophys. Res.,
[1966] has made extensivestudies of P, pP,
68, 3483-3500, 1963.
and S spectrums and has determined the Qa Asada, T., and K. Takano, Attenuation of short
period P waves in the mantle, J. Phys. Earth,
distribution within the mantle. The present Q
11, 25-34, 1963.
distribution is in good agreement with his re- Buchbinder, G. G. R., PcP from the nuclear exsuit, except near the core boundary.
plosionBilby, September13, 1963,Bull. Setstool.

It should be noted that the Q is estimated

Soc.Am., 55, 441-461, 1965.

'

here at the period of about 1 see, whereasthe Buchbinder, G. G. R., PcP travel times from
Longshot and the density ratio of the mantleMM8' Q• distributionwas determinedby using
core boundary (abstract), Trans. Am. Geophys.
long-periodwaves (T _ 50 see). Sincethe fieUnion, 47(1), 165, 1966.
queney independenceof Q has not been con- Carpenter, E. W., and E. A. Flinn, Attenuation of
firmed over the wide frequency range, the
teleseismic body waves, Nature, 207, 745-746,
1965.
'
present conclusion,Q• - Q•, should not be
taken as a generalrelation betweenQ• and Q•. Dana, S. W., The partition of energy among seismic waves reflected and refracted at the earth's
What is inferred from the present study is
that Q• at T • 1 see is about the same as Q•
at long periods. Spectrum analysis is usually
strongly disturbedby interfering phaseson the
seismograms.Consequently,it is vital in the
more detailed studies to improve the S/N
ratio of the record by developingsome signalenhancingtechniquesfor the PcP phase.
A more detailed

determination

of the struc-

ture of the core boundary will require a much
wider frequency range.
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